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TO ARMS, CITIZENS! 
WELL, NOT QUITE. 

A RIPOSTE TO KEITH STOLTE�S RESPONSE  

By Jerome Gilson∗ 

Should the trademark community form into battalions and 
march on Congress, crusading for �an overhaul of the Lanham 
Act�?1 The image certainly stirs the blood, but it is not quite what I 
envisioned in my Face-Lift article.2 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Despite Keith Stolte�s suggestion that I want a wholesale 

revision of the Lanham Act, I set up Face-Lift merely to �conclude 
not with a silver bullet but with a few thoughts on what might be 
done to work toward a more orderly, consistent body of trademark 
law.�3 Face-Lift calls not for arms but for an independent 
commission, operating under International Trademark Association 
(INTA) aegis, to study, review and analyze U.S. trademark law. Its 
goal would be to determine if Lanham Act amendments are 
needed. I had no agenda to �overhaul� the Lanham Act, the way I 

                                                                                                                 
 
 ∗ Shareholder in the Chicago law firm of Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione, co-author with 
his daughter Anne Gilson LaLonde of the treatise Trademark Protection and Practice 
(LexisNexis/Matthew Bender 1974-2004). Both Mr. Gilson and his daughter are associate 
members of the International Trademark Association. He received the INTA President�s 
Award for Dedicated and Distinguished Service in 2001, is currently on the CPR/INTA 
Panel of Neutrals, is a member of the Past Presidents and Past Counsel Advisory, served on 
the Association�s Board of Directors (1977-1980), was Reporter for the Association�s 
Trademark Review Commission (1985-1987) and was Counsel to the Association (1991-
1994). Anne received a JD cum laude from the University of Michigan Law School (1994), 
practiced with Sidley and Austin (1994-1996), and clerked for the Honorable Norma 
Holloway Johnson, Chief Judge of the United States District Court for the District of 
Columbia (1996-1998).  

Although Anne and I coauthored the article to which Keith Stolte responds, Mr. Stolte 
refers only to me in his article. To be consistent, I reply as though I were the sole author. 
 1. Keith Stolte�s title is A Response To Jerome Gilson�s Call for an Overhaul of the 
Lanham Act. In it he states that I am calling �the trademark community to arms for a 
crusade to rectify certain inconsistencies� in U.S. trademark law. 94 TMR 1335, 1335 (2004) 
(this issue). A call to arms evokes the passions of La Marseillaise (Aux armes, citoyens!). 
 2. Jerome Gilson and Anne Gilson LaLonde, The Lanham Act: Time for a Face-Lift? 
92 TMR 1013 (2002) (Face-Lift). The article won a Burton Award for Legal Achievement in 
2003.  
 3. 92 TMR at 1015. 
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believe the tax laws should be overhauled, and the very term �face-
lift�4 connotes neither �overhaul� nor Extreme Makeover. 

Mr. Stolte delights in �rummaging around the closets of the 
legislative history.�5 A trademark law historian of note, he caused 
a minor uproar by single-handedly tracking down court reports 
from Elizabethan times that revealed Sandforth�s Case to be the 
earliest reported trademark case in history. It pre-dated by several 
decades what had previously been thought to be the earliest, 
Southern v. How.6 Mr. Stolte�s ability to locate obscure trademark 
law sources, as he did in covering Samuel Breck�s background in 
his current response,7 is most praiseworthy. 

However, Mr. Stolte�s conclusion that there is no need for a 
thorough review of U.S. trademark law is simply wrong. As I 
pointed out in Face-Lift, judges are making up trademark law as 
they go along, and the federal circuits have their own separate 
views on trademark doctrine and tests. As a result, the trademark 
community is being deprived of nationally uniform trademark law. 
In the face of the conflicts and inconsistencies in U.S. trademark 
law, Mr. Stolte�s view that there are no important and compelling 
economic or commercial circumstances that call for careful review 
falls short. It says, in effect, that national uniformity is 
unimportant and should be disregarded. I disagree, and so does 
Mr. Stolte himself, at least in part, since he abhors the conflict 
among the federal circuits on the question of judicial, non-Lanham 
Act requirements that must be met to obtain monetary relief under 
the Act. In fact, throughout his response, Mr. Stolte shies away 
from the subject of uniformity, and he ignores Justice Story�s 
ringing statement set forth in Face-Lift�s footnote 1 warning of 
�jarring and discordant judgments.�8 

Mr. Stolte concentrates exclusively on the list of topics I 
suggested an independent commission could consider. I did not 
intend the list to be exhaustive, though, and I had no preconceived 
notions as to the wisdom of proposing any one of the items to 
Congress. Indeed, it would be presumptuous to recommend 
Lanham Act changes to Congress, even minor ones, without the 
kind of in-depth analysis that the Trademark Review Commission 

                                                                                                                 
 
 4. �Plastic surgery to remove facial wrinkles, sagging skin, fat deposits, or other 
visible signs of aging for cosmetic purposes.� The American Heritage Dictionary of the 
English Language 633 (4th ed. 2000). 
 5. Stolte, 94 TMR at 1340. 
 6. Stolte, How Early Did Anglo-American Trademark Law Begin? An Answer to 
Schechter�s Conundrum, 88 TMR 564 (1998), discussed in Gilson and LaLonde, 1 
Trademark Protection and Practice §1.01[1].  
 7. Stolte, 94 TMR at 1340-41. 
 8. 92 TMR 1013, 1014 n.1. The policy reflected in the much-longer Story quotation is 
the centerpiece of both Face-Lift and this riposte. 
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(TRC I) gave to the numerous changes that a wide variety of 
individuals, associations and INTA members proposed in 1985-87. 
That analysis led directly to enactment of the Trademark Law 
Revision Act of 1988 (TLRA). 9 

While Mr. Stolte favors the unharmonious status quo, at the 
same time much of what he says supports creating Trademark 
Review Commission II (TRC II) and a modern day, comprehensive 
review of U.S. trademark law. His points of disagreement with 
Face-Lift can and will be rebutted, and his points of agreement 
need no explanation. The fact there is disagreement in and of itself 
favors establishing TRC II. 

II. THE FACE-LIFT PROPOSAL 
Although readers are encouraged to review it in its entirety, 

we need first to glance back at the Face-Lift article.10 I perceived 
that the U.S. trademark law system was moving inexorably toward 
conflicting interpretations. My underlying proposal was to 
establish TRC II for the purpose of considering possible changes to 
the Lanham Act that would reduce or eliminate those conflicts. 
This would be the first comprehensive review of trademark law in 
the United States since TRC I submitted its Report (which I wrote 
as Commission Reporter) to the INTA Board in 198711 and 
Congress enacted most of our recommendations in the TLRA. 
Fourteen years had passed, and I suggested in Face-Lift that TRC 
II could look critically at a number of disturbing interim 
developments and determine whether or not to recommend to 
Congress that there be further amendments to the Act.12 

III. CONGRESS, THE COURTS AND THE BAR 
Certainly, as Mr. Stolte points out, some legal concepts 

demand broad wording in statutes that, in turn, allow considerable 
flexibility in interpretation in the hands of the courts. And in a 
utopian society of the kind Mr. Stolte describes, Congress would 
stand above the fray, not concerned with the day-to-day or the 
conduct or customs of citizens or the relationships between them. 
                                                                                                                 
 
 9. Pub. Law No. 100-667.  
 10. Gilson and LaLonde, 92 TMR 1013. 
 11. The United States Trademark Association Trademark Review Commission Report 
and Recommendations to USTA President and Board of Directors, 77 TMR 375 (1987). 
 12. One prominent trademark attorney, Joe Dreitler of Jones Day, in Columbus, Ohio, 
wrote me as follows: �You have started in motion what a lot of us have thought over the last 
ten years, namely, the case law is moving in a direction that many of us do not find in the 
text of the statute. Your article pointed out a number of reasons for this, and should be used 
as a guidepost for a Trademark Review Commission II.� (Letter of February 4, 2003). 
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Under his regime, it would issue broad policy directives by statute 
and trust the courts to get it right forevermore and the lawyers to 
use their skills to ensure uniform or at least harmonious 
interpretation. 

Broadly-worded statutes certainly provide courts with 
flexibility, and there is no problem with expansive statutory 
language that guides courts in ruling in specific situations. But 
when courts take the statutory language and solidify 
interpretations that differ from circuit to circuit, there is a 
problem. Settled precedent then is not �dynamic and fluid,� as Mr. 
Stolte characterizes courts� authority to interpret broadly-worded 
statutes.13 It is, in point of fact, discordant. 

Mr. Stolte suggests a radical, unworkable solution: �[T]he 
trademark community needs small plans, perhaps many of them, 
to supplement the big vision.�14 He then goes out to the very end of 
a long limb: �If the big vision here is the correct and uniform 
application of U.S. trademark laws, it is individual confrontations 
in a myriad of courtrooms where uniformity and corrective 
adjustments should be accomplished.�15 Really? The answer, he 
posits, is not Congress, but effective lawyering by members of the 
trademark bar.  

Just how would this work? At last count there were over 650 
United States District Court judgeships,16 over 160 Court of 
Appeals judgeships and over 90 sitting senior Court of Appeals 
judges.17 In the Northern District of Illinois alone we have 21 
sitting judges and a fairly heavy docket of trademark cases. From 
2000-2003, an average of 174 trademark cases were filed in our 
court each year, with the highest number (206) filed in 2003.18 
Most settle, of course, but across the country federal courts 
(judges, that is) try a goodly number of trademark cases. They also 
grant or deny numerous trademark preliminary injunctions, 
temporary restraining orders, summary judgments and dismissals, 
and handle any other form of disposition you can imagine. They 
face skilled trial lawyers relying on or bending legal principles, or 
trying to create new ones, in advocating their clients� causes. Mr. 
Stolte understands how the adversarial system works, but he 
nevertheless argues that �[p]ersuasive lawyering is key to 

                                                                                                                 
 
 13. Stolte, 94 TMR at 1338. 
 14. Id. at 1336. 
 15. Id. at 1336-37. 
 16. http://www.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/cmsd2003.pl. 
 17. http://www.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/cmsa2003.pl. 
 18. From a handout by District Judge Joan Lefkow at IP Day in Chicago, a program 
held October 20, 2004 and sponsored by the Chicago Intellectual Property Alliance. 
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encouraging the uniform judicial treatment of the law.�19 In my 
experience, the last thing that litigating lawyers strive for is 
trademark law uniformity. No lawyer bound by the ethical 
requirement of zealous advocacy would argue for uniformity where 
it was contrary to the client�s position, and few would argue for it 
in the abstract, especially before the steely gaze of an impatient 
federal judge. Expecting nationally uniform trademark laws to 
rise, phoenix-like, from lawyers trying cases in hundreds of 
courtrooms before hundreds of independent-minded judges is an 
illusion.20 

Mr. Stolte is partly correct when he says that Congressional 
involvement in trademark law generally occurred �only after it 
became clear that the courts� common law treatment of certain 
issues did not or could not meet prevailing commercial interests or 
circumstances.�21 I agree that �prevailing commercial interests or 
circumstances� drive Congress�s involvement. Many groups, 
businesses and associations regard the Lanham Act as the answer 
to their special interest or public policy goals. The Act is becoming 
a legislation magnet. Since the TLRA was enacted in 1988, for 
example, over 70 bills to amend the Lanham Act have been 
submitted to Congress. These ranged from protecting the service 
marks of professional sports teams from misappropriation by State 
lotteries, and requiring disclosures relating to materially altered 
films, to increasing the penalties for infringing the names of 
famous performing groups.22 In addition to those resulting in the 
Federal Trademark Dilution Act, the Anticybersquatting 
Consumer Protection Act, and the Madrid Protocol 
Implementation Act, there were myriad others.23 Congressional 
involvement does not, however, guarantee uniform judicial 
interpretation of the changes that are enacted. 

                                                                                                                 
 
 19. Stolte, 94 TMR at 1339. 
 20. I mentioned in Face-Lift the long-since discredited notion of achieving trademark 
law uniformity by channeling all trademark case appeals to a single court, the Court of 
Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Mr. Stolte intimates that I endorse this approach, but I do 
not. As I concluded in the Face-Lift article, �Centralizing trademark appeals in the Federal 
Circuit is not the solution.� 92 TMR 1039. 
 21. Stolte, 94 TMR at 1340. 
 22. See, e.g., S. 1772, 101st Cong. (1989) (�To amend the Trademark Act of 1946 to 
protect the service marks of professional sports organizations from misappropriation by 
State lotteries.�); H.R. 3051, 102d Cong. (1991) (�To require certain disclosures relating to 
materially altered films.�); H.R. 1125, 106th Cong. (1999) (�Amend the Lanham Act to 
increase penalties for infringing the names of famous performing groups.�). 
 23. The INTA U.S. Legislation and Regulatory Analysis Subcommittee prepares 
position papers for Congress on certain bills that would affect trademark law. 
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IV. INCONSISTENT LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION 
FACTORS 

In an ideal legal world, the Lanham Act would set forth 
identical factors for the courts in each judicial circuit. Mr. Stolte 
correctly points out, though, that the diverse circuit-by-circuit tests 
for determining likelihood of confusion overlap, with more 
similarities than differences. Moreover, such determinations 
should not and cannot be made, as he states, in �mechanical 
fashion.�24 

Codifying the factors to achieve national uniformity, however, 
would not, as he suggests, lead the courts to conclude that they 
must apply each and every one in each and every trademark 
case.25 For example, not every factor will apply to the evidence of 
record.26 Besides, even if the Lanham Act required it, the courts 
would likely ignore the requirement the way the Federal Circuit 
ignores its own DuPont credo, which states that the factors �must 
be considered� when there is relevant evidence of record.27 Mr. 
Stolte�s assertion that there is no reason to believe the result 
would differ in the several circuits if the same set of facts were 
presented is guesswork. There is no empirical data one way or the 
other, nor can there be. 

Finally, business as usual with virtually each circuit having 
its own confusion test fosters a potentially risky circuit trademark 
law climate: �We made up our own likelihood of confusion test, so 
we can make up other points of trademark law as we see fit.� Two 
examples are the extension of the doctrine of inevitable confusion 
by the Eleventh Circuit to civil actions, a particularly dangerous 
formulation, and the doctrine of nominative fair use, a Ninth 
Circuit excrescence on trademark law.28 While no one can prevent 
a rogue court decision, Lanham Act uniformity and the constancy 
of trademark law would certainly help. 

                                                                                                                 
 
 24. Stolte, 94 TMR at 1352. 
 25. Congress could guarantee flexibility by following the approach of Section 43(c)(1), 
which says that the courts �may� consider factors �such as, but not limited to� those 
enumerated in determining the fame of a trademark for purposes of determining dilution. 
15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)(1). 
 26. The DuPont case itself states that in testing for likelihood of confusion, �the 
following [factors], when of record, must be considered.� In re E.I. DuPont DeNemours & Co., 
476 F.2d 1357, 1361, 177 U.S.P.Q. 563 (C.C.P.A. 1973) (emphasis added). 
 27. Id. at 1361. See also Old Tyme Foods, Inc. v. Roundy�s Inc., 961 F.2d 200, 202, 22 
U.S.P.Q.2d 1142 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (calling the DuPont factors �mandatory�). 
 28. These cases are discussed in Face-Lift at 92 TMR 1025 and 1036, respectively. 
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V. CONFUSION CATEGORIES 
My treatment of the proliferation of judge-made names 

attached to various fact patterns was designed to show how courts 
in trademark cases feel free to improvise. But improvisation 
belongs to jazz, not to the adjudication of trademark cases. It is a 
symptom of a larger problem, the climate that encourages 
departure from the fundamental law of likelihood of confusion. The 
more this happens, the more we see the judicial tendency to invent 
legal doctrines or to extend them without full analysis. In fact, the 
tendency has already crossed the boundary between mere judicial 
convenience, on the one hand, and the establishment of a new civil 
action principle of trademark law on the other. The Eleventh 
Circuit, for example, spectacularly elevated the doctrine of 
inevitable confusion from a 1980 Trademark Trial and Appeal 
Board decision, trumping all equitable defenses, and applied it in a 
civil action to annihilate decades of trademark good will.29 

VI. APPELLATE REVIEW 
As things stand, the courts apply not one but four different 

tests for federal appellate review of findings in trademark cases. 
The ground rules are at first blush very clear. Where a district 
court�s findings may not be disturbed unless they are clearly 
erroneous, an appellate court will typically defer to those findings. 
In a de novo review, on the other hand, a reviewing court 
undertakes an independent appraisal of the evidence to decide 
whether or not judgment should be entered for plaintiff. 

However, the situation quickly becomes murky. The majority 
of appellate courts follow the �clearly erroneous� standard for 
likelihood of confusion determinations.30 The Sixth Circuit, on the 
other hand, reviews a trial court�s factual findings for clear error 
but reviews de novo whether those facts constitute likely 
confusion.31 The Federal Circuit also goes its own way. It reviews a 
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board determination of likelihood of 
confusion de novo and reviews the �factual underpinnings for that 
legal conclusion� for substantial evidence, whether �a reasonable 
person might find that the evidentiary record supports the 
agency�s conclusion.�32 And there appears to be yet a fourth 
position. The Second Circuit has backed away from language in its 
                                                                                                                 
 
 29. See discussion at 92 TMR 1025-26. 
 30. See Gilson and LaLonde, 92 TMR at 1027-28. See also Gilson and LaLonde, 3 
Trademark Protection and Practice § 8.14. 
 31. PACCAR, Inc. v. Telescan Technologies, L.L.C., 319 F.3d 243, 250, 65 U.S.P.Q.2d 
1761 (6th Cir. 2003). 
 32. In re Chatam Int�l, Inc., 380 F.3d 1340, 1342, 71 U.S.P.Q.2d 1944 (Fed. Cir. 2004). 
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opinions to the effect that it will examine only for clear error a trial 
court�s subsidiary findings concerning each of the Polaroid factors. 
In a 2003 opinion, it declares that even where the facts are 
undisputed, �the District Court is owed some deference in its 
subsidiary conclusions as to each Polaroid factor, but such 
conclusions are not immune from appellate review� and may 
contain �a considerable component of law.�33 

The existence of four different standards for federal appellate 
review of the most basic determination of trademark law is 
unacceptable. Standards of review do make a difference; they are 
the lenses through which appellate courts peer at trial court 
decisions to determine whether to affirm or reverse. Mr. Stolte 
guesses that two of the standards mentioned in Face-Lift would be 
�highly likely to reach the identical result.�34 Nevertheless, even if 
he is correct, this variance would make an excellent candidate for 
examination by TRC II. 

VII. DILUTION CONFUSION 
Although trademark lawyers were hoping for clear guidance, 

the Supreme Court�s opinion in Moseley,35 handed down after Face-
Lift was published, further confused federal dilution law. 
Questions about the Federal Trademark Dilution Act (FTDA) 
continue after Moseley. For example, are marks with acquired 
distinctiveness eligible for dilution protection? The Second Circuit 
says no, while other circuits say yes.36 It is highly doubtful that 
�persuasive lawyering� would win the hearts and minds of the 
Second Circuit, now that it has definitively rejected protection 
from dilution for marks with acquired distinctiveness alone. 
Federal courts also remain split on whether fame in a small 
geographic area can suffice for dilution protection.37 

In addition, the Supreme Court�s opinion in Moseley 
questioned whether tarnishment can be a viable claim under the 
FTDA, asking whether it was �embraced by the statutory text� of 
                                                                                                                 
 
 33. Patsy�s Brand, Inc. v. I.O.B. Realty, Inc., 317 F.3d 209, 215-16, 65 U.S.P.Q.2d 1442 
(2d Cir. 2003). 
 34. Stolte, 94 TMR at 1354. 
 35. Moseley v. V Secret Catalogue, Inc., 537 U.S. 418 (2003). 
 36. Compare TCPIP Holding Co. v. Haar Communications, Inc., 244 F.3d 88, 93, 57 
U.S.P.Q.2d 1969 (2d Cir. 2001) with, e.g., Avery Dennison Corp. v. Sumpton, 189 F.3d 868, 
877, 51 U.S.P.Q.2d 1801 (9th Cir. 1999) and Times Mirror Magazines, Inc. v. Las Vegas 
Sports News L.L.C., 212 F.3d 157, 166, 54 U.S.P.Q.2d 1577 (3d Cir. 2000). See also Gilson 
and LaLonde, 2 Trademark Protection and Practice § 5A.01[4][c][i][B]. 
 37. Compare TCPIP Holding Co., 244 F.3d at 99 and Syndicate Sales, Inc. v. 
Hampshire Paper Corp., 192 F.3d 633, 641 n.7, 52 U.S.P.Q.2d 1035 (7th Cir. 1999) with 
Avery Dennison Corp., 189 F.3d at 877-78. See also Gilson and LaLonde, 2 Trademark 
Protection and Practice § 5A.01[4][c][iv]. 
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the Act.38 Though some federal courts have, post-Moseley, 
recognized such a cause of action,39 TRC II could examine whether 
the statutory language should be amended to include tarnishment 
and, if so, try to achieve consensus on how to do it.40 

The Court held in Moseley that, for identical trademarks, �[i]t 
may well be . . . that direct evidence of dilution such as consumer 
surveys will not be necessary if actual dilution can reliably be 
proven through circumstantial evidence�the obvious case is one 
where the junior and senior marks are identical.�41 District courts 
have split over whether this statement means that (1) the fact that 
two marks are identical is itself circumstantial evidence sufficient 
to prove dilution or (2) with identical marks, the owner of the 
senior mark need only use additional circumstantial evidence of 
dilution to prove its case, rather than having to introduce direct 
evidence.42 Odds are, the Court will never take the opportunity to 
clarify its ambiguity. Perhaps TRC II will. 

True, we now know with clarity from the Supreme Court that 
a showing of actual dilution is necessary to prevail in an FTDA 
count. And while the prevailing interpretation is clear and settled, 
does that standard sufficiently protect trademark owners or would 
�minor and discrete changes�43 to Section 43(c) really suffice? Mr. 
Stolte himself recognizes that the Supreme Court�s interpretation 
of the dilution law �has essentially brought the trademark 
community and bar to a point where they must assess whether or 
not the section, as interpreted, addresses the commercial need that 
motivated enactment of the law in the first place.�44 

                                                                                                                 
 
 38. Moseley, 537 U.S. at 432. 
 39. See Nitro Leisure Prods., L.L.C. v. Acushnet Co., 341 F.3d 1356, 1365, 67 
U.S.P.Q.2d 1814 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Reed Elsevier, Inc. v. Thelaw.net, 269 F. Supp. 2d 942 
(S.D. Ohio 2003); Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts B.V. v. Consorcio Barr, S.A., 267 F. Supp. 
2d 1268 (S.D. Fla. 2003). 
 40. Much of TRC II�s work on post-Moseley dilution law has already been done. INTA�s 
Select Committee on the Federal Trademark Dilution Act, of which I was a member, 
recommended several revisions to that Act, and in April 2004 INTA President Jacqueline 
Leimer testified before the House of Representatives� Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet 
and Intellectual Property based on those recommendations. For her testimony, see 
www.inta.org/policy/test_dilution.html. Some of the questions raised in this section could 
well be answered if Congress enacts a bill based on INTA�s recommendations. 
 41. Moseley, 537 U.S. at 434. 
 42. Compare Savin Corp. v. Savin Group, 68 U.S.P.Q.2d 1893 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) with 
Nike, Inc. v. Variety Wholesalers, Inc., 274 F. Supp. 2d 1352, 1372 (S.D. Ga. 2003). 
 43. Stolte, 94 TMR at 1356. 
 44. Id. See the INTA Select Committee work on this subject, referred to supra note 40.  
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VIII. MONETARY RECOVERY 
On this subject, Mr. Stolte is an outspoken champion for 

change.45 He laments the circuit split, the forum-shopping 
opportunity and the potential for millions of dollars being at stake 
that results from this judicial amendment to the Lanham Act. I 
share his concerns and agree with his pragmatic analysis of this 
trademark law misfortune. However, his suggestion that the 
Supreme Court step in to resolve the circuit split, removing the 
burden of proving bad faith from the backs of deserving trademark 
owners, is unrealistic. 

For better or worse, mostly worse, the monetary relief circuit 
split is now embedded in trademark jurisprudence. The chances of 
the Supreme Court stepping in at this late date are no better than 
infinitesimal. The most promising recourse for the trademark 
community is to place this near the top of the agenda for TRC II as 
a part of an overall review of the current state of U.S. trademark 
law. Bear in mind that all of the circuit split cases Mr. Stolte cites 
on this problem46 were decided after TRC I handed in its Report to 
the Association Board of Directors. TRC I never had a chance to 
consider the problem. 

In one of Mr. Stolte�s earlier articles, he mused as to why most 
courts and many commentators failed to question �whether 
Congress intended Lanham Act remedies to be contingent on such 
judicially-created limitations . . . .� He went on to note that �most 
courts which have adopted these unwritten limitations to the 
statutory remedies have done so on the strength of prior court 
decisions and the Restatement and not on a thorough review of 
these limitations in the context of the Lanham Act itself or on an 
examination of the Act�s legislative history.�47 Precisely. 

IX. CONCLUSION 
Next year marks the twentieth anniversary of the formation of 

TRC I, and the following year marks the sixtieth anniversary of 
the Lanham Act. These will be milestones in the history of U.S. 
trademark law. 

In 1985, INTA chartered TRC I to study the trademark system 
and determine if it could be improved. There were no 
preconceptions, and the Commission would have discharged its 

                                                                                                                 
 
 45. In the articles he cites at n.84, Mr. Stolte makes an impassioned plea for alignment 
of case authority, which holds that bad faith or actual confusion must be proved for 
monetary relief, with the Lanham Act, which does not. I am in full agreement. 
 46. Stolte, 94 TMR at 1357 nn.86-87. 
 47. Keith M. Stolte, Remedying Judicial Limitations on Trademark Remedies: An 
Accounting of Profits Should Not Require a Finding of Bad Faith, 87 TMR 271, 272 (1997).  
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obligation had it determined that no change was needed. Over the 
next two years it sought the views of hundreds of trademark 
owners and practitioners, over fifty organizations, government 
officials, and eminent scholars in constitutional, commercial and 
trademark law.48 

The TLRA brought sweeping changes in intent to use, 
shortening of the registration term, revision of Section 43(a), 
modernizing of the Section 45 definitions and elimination of 
numerous substantive and technical inconsistencies. It resulted 
from the first comprehensive review of the Act in at least a quarter 
century. Mr. Stolte declares, and I agree, that each of the major 
TLRA revisions �addressed practical economic and business 
considerations and trademark protection logistics.�49 If not for 
INTA and TRC I, would companies today be able to file trademark 
applications with the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
on an intent-to-use basis? 

TRC II need not address only judicial errors or statutory 
misinterpretations. As Mr. Stolte recognizes, the Federal 
Trademark Dilution Act and the Anticybersquatting Consumer 
Protection Act �amended the Lanham Act in order to expand 
protections deemed worthy as a result of changing commercial 
circumstances.�50 Why can�t TRC II explore areas of changing 
commercial circumstances�such as the Internet and 
counterfeiting�and recommend new statutory provisions, if any, 
to keep the Act up to date? Its mandate could be as broad as its 
members and constituents wished. 

Mr. Stolte suggests that INTA�s U.S. Legislation and 
Regulatory Analysis Subcommittee should be able to draft �minor 
and discrete� changes to the Lanham Act �[i]f the trademark 
community comes to a consensus that federal law should entitle 
owners of famous trademarks [to] extraordinary remedial relief 
from a likelihood of dilution.�51 The Subcommittee is supremely 
competent, hard-working and capable of reviewing and 
commenting on important new trademark law developments as 
they come along.52 However, it is primarily reactive, not pro-active. 
                                                                                                                 
 
 48. Introduction to The Trademark Law Revision Act of 1988, The Legislative History, 
Reports, Testimony, and Annotated Statutory Text 3 (The United States Trademark 
Association 1989). The operation of TRC I with respect to a federal dilution statute is 
described in brief in Jerome Gilson, A Federal Dilution Statute: Is it Time? 83 TMR 107 
(1993). 
 49. Stolte, 94 TMR at 1350. 
 50. Id. at 1350-51 n.67. 
 51. Id. at 1356. This recommendation was included in INTA�s testimony before the 
House subcommittee. See supra note 40. 
 52. The other approach has been to appoint an ad hoc committee, as then-INTA 
President Kathryn Barrett Park did with the Select Committee on the Federal Trademark 
Dilution Act in light of Moseley (2003-04). 
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It does not have the responsibility of examining the entirety of 
U.S. trademark law in light of current conditions and reporting its 
findings and recommendations to the Board of Directors. In any 
event, �minor and discrete� changes to the Lanham Act represent 
only a piecemeal, wrong-end-of-the-telescope approach. 

 When Anne and I proposed TRC II to the U.S. Legislation and 
Regulatory Analysis Subcommittee during an INTA Annual 
Meeting, the members seemed interested and engaged. However, 
we never heard from the Subcommittee afterward. Ultimately, I 
received a call from the then-President of the Association, Kathryn 
Barrett Park, and the Executive Director, Alan Drewsen, who said 
that now was not the time for TRC II, but that the Association 
should periodically review the possibility of appointing another 
TRC. What it will take, if it ever happens, is strong, committed 
Association leadership. Doing nothing is always the most seductive 
alternative, but sometimes there is a better one. 

Like it or not, INTA�s historic contribution in molding the 
TLRA in 1988 has placed on the association a unique responsibility 
for overseeing U.S. trademark law. Congress looks to INTA and 
respects it as the preeminent authority in the field, and so too does 
its distinguished membership of some of the leading businesses in 
the world. Today the association�s role is akin to that of a trustee, 
holding U.S. trademark law in trust for future generations of 
beneficiaries. Instituting a top-to-bottom review of the law at least 
once every twenty years as a form of trademark law quality control 
would definitely discharge its responsibility. The longer INTA 
waits, the more Justice Story�s observation about �jarring and 
discordant judgments� applies: �The public mischiefs that would 
attend such a state of things would be truly deplorable.�53 

 
 

                                                                                                                 
 
 53. 92 TMR 1013, 1014 n.1. 




